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ION® EEM web-based software answers the energy 
information needs of any organization wanting to reap 
the benefits of better energy decisions. Office and retail 
buildings, universities, industrial and research facilities,
health centers, and utilities can all benefit.

With ION EEM, you can proactively reduce 
energy-related business risks and control energy costs.

It unites energy management with business strategy from
energy procurement, budgeting and benchmarking to cost
allocation and operational cost reduction. 

ION EEM software gathers, cleanses, and integrates 
real-time and archived data - from meters, weather service
feeds, real-time pricing, and other sources -  and 
translates it into precise and actionable information via 
a fully accessible dashboard. 

It enables organization-wide collaboration by offering
custom information to decision makers, planners, and
front line staff: analysis and reporting tools, real-time
monitoring, and alerting capabilities.

Built with a robust, scalable architecture, ION EEM 
integrates easily with legacy systems. It allows you to add
capabilities as you need them, to deliver precisely the
information your organization needs. 

Its tightly integrated components offer faster, less 
expensive deployment than conventional enterprise
software. 

Backed by Power Measurement's advanced metering
hardware and supported by our expert Engineering
Services, ION EEM software is fully scalable and
integrates with almost any third-party equipment, to 
save you time and money, and improve productivity.

Applications Summary
Energy Cost Analysis and Control 
Eliminate excess charges with automated load shedding,
peak shaving, power factor correction and on-site
generation. Identify the cause of gaps between actual and
predicted energy expenses. Compare usage levels against
variables like weather and production to equalize variances
between time periods, sites and processes.

Sub-Billing and Cost Allocation
Aggregate energy costs over any period and generate
accurate tenant, process or department-specific bills.
Automatically allocate expenses for water, air, gas, 
electricity, steam, and emissions (WAGES).

Procurement and Bill Verification
Use "what-if scenarios" to fully analyze energy supply
options. Reduce energy costs by participating in 
real-time pricing and load curtailment programs. 
Identify utility billing errors.

Power Quality Analysis and Reporting
Obtain a complete picture of the integrity of your 
electrical network with real-time and historical views.
Identify the root causes of power quality events with
intelligent software tools and determine the impact of
power quality on productivity, equipment life and profits.
Monitor incoming power for risk factors to implement
preventative measures and ensure contract compliance.
Display ITI (CBEMA) plots, waveform overlays, harmonics,
phasor diagrams, and symmetrical components.

System Expansion Planning
Design the right power distribution system capacity 
to meet but not exceed the needs of a new facility, 
retrofit, or expansion. Automatically generate load 
profiles to reveal hidden capacity and increase forecast
accuracy. Benchmark energy use to analyze the impact
of  equipment upgrades, process adjustments and 
infrastructure changes.adjustments and infrastructure
changes.

Features Summary
Analysis 

Correlate, categorize, filter and compare energy 
variables over time
Utilize advanced data reduction capabilities to classify
and correlate multiple event details to a root cause
Evaluate procurement and curtailment opportunities,
bill accuracy, and real-time prices
Identify, classify and filter power quality events in order
to allow analysis of events by type
Benchmark power quality to  ITI (CBEMA) and SEMI
voltage tolerance curves and track system performance
over time

Reporting
Produce aggregated load profile, cost allocation, power
quality, and forecast reports
Generate composite reports which include charts,
tables, images, hyperlinks, other reports and data from
other enterprise systems
Distribute event- or schedule-driven reports via paper,
email or web

Alarm Notification and Management
System can push alarms in real-time to your desktop,
pager or email
Customize alarms and assign staff to specific events
with sign-off responsibilities
Analyze historical alarm trends to reduce incidents 
and associated costs

Forecasting and Normalization
Benchmark, baseline, forecast and normalize
Model your system, then alter independent variables to
gauge the outcome
Implement  measurement & verification protocols

Monitoring
Display KPIs, trends, tables, real-time data, power 
quality indicators, external web pages and alerts  all in
one easy-to-use dashboard
Customize graphics for facility views, status indicators,
and more

Data Acquisition
Gather, cleanse and store any energy data from meters
or third-party systems via Internet, Ethernet, serial,
modem and wireless
Integrate other data sources, such as weather or 
real-time pricing information services
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Integrated Approach
ION EEM exceeds the traditional boundaries of energy
management through its unique ability to provide a 
fully integrated look at all levels of your business. 
You have all the information necessary to develop
enterprise-wide strategies for energy cost reduction 
and process improvement. And different groups, from 
management and finance to front-line staff, have secure
access to personalized view of their information.

Web-based Dashboard 
The user interface offers a single point of entry for
secure, personalized access to real-time and historic
information anytime, anywhere. It simplifies the way you
use and share your energy information, providing
analysis, reports, and monitoring for users inside and
outside a corporate firewall.  
The web-based interface makes it easy to share energy
information securely with customers, suppliers,
partners, and employees. Everyone can gather key 
performance indicators (KPI) in one place, whether they
are energy-related or not.

Sub-Billing & Cost Allocation
Create accurate bills for specific departments or tenants,
based on actual usage and distribute them via paper,
email or web. Discover the true unit cost of production
by allocating costs by process or production line, and
combining usage data with information on the number
of units produced.

Power Quality Analysis
Produce automated power quality reports and distribute
them via paper, email or web. Conduct complex power
quality analyses, including steady state, waveform and
variation analyses. 
Benchmark power quality to industry standards and
improve productivity with electrical system analysis that
enables you to diagnose and repair power systems.

Benchmarking, Baselining &
Forecasting
Benchmark facility conditions and carry out
comparisons between locations to identify best 
practices. Create baselines to track conditions within a
single facility and compare it over time to measure the
effectiveness of retrofits, conservation programs and
upgrades.
Use normalization routines to remove independent 
variables like temperature and square footages, which
ensures that results from benchmarking and baselining
are accurate. Model future results, then alter variables to
gauge dependencies and see possible outcomes of
different scenarios.

Energy Procurement & Bill
Verification
Procure energy at the best possible rate by using utility
tariff and usage data to compare options. Use a real-time
pricing feed to monitor and calculate spot market prices. 
Ensure your supplier complies with contract terms and
avoid penalty charges for utility-initiated events. Validate
utility bills by running accurate shadow bills for 
comparison.

Real-time Monitoring
Determine the condition of all your energy assets in 
real-time. Use instant data access to correlate ongoing 
activities with logged trends to help you better fulfill
core needs. Configure schedule- or event-driven alerts
on any combination of trends, events or costs to ensure
quick and efficient response to any condition. 

System Expansion Planning
Design the right power distribution system capacity to
meet but not exceed the needs of a new facility, retrofit
or expansion. Automatically generate load profiles to
reveal hidden capacity and increase forecast accuracy. 
Increase efficiency by safely maximizing your electric
network capacity while avoiding unnecessary expansion
costs. Compare energy usage to equipment specs to
determine whether maintenance or replacement is
required before capital expenses are incurred. 

Analyze power quality events against ITI curves. 

Conduct complex power quality analyses using a variety of data sources.
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Energy Cost Control
Implement a comprehensive demand control scheme,
with automatic load shedding, peak shaving, base
loading and on-site generation. Maximize ROI and
simplify data collection by interfacing legacy systems
with ION EEM. 
Reduce business risks with information and analyses
that can be used to produce cost and risk reduction
strategies. Create reports that can be distributed in
paper, email or HTML format.

Energy Cost Analysis
Monitor and evaluate energy consumption and costs
accurately, viewing the data in whatever format best
suits your needs. Normalize energy usage data for
variables such as weather and square footage. 
Use easy drill-down analysis functions to present
increasing levels of detail. Process system data to 
prepare budgets for individual departments or 
processes, track budget projections with actuals, and
use historical data to identify production, usage and
cost trends. Benchmark facility performance and compare the results to identify best practices.

Report energy cost by region and provider.

Normalize energy usage data for multiple variables.
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ION EEM Components
ION EEM is an innovative software program designed to
support real-time monitoring within a data warehousing
architecture. It is built on SQL Server 2000 with a 
scalable Microsoft .NET framework. 

This fully secured, fully web-based solution consists of a
core platform and a number of optional modules that
allow users to tailor the functionality of the software to
their specific needs.

Core Components
Data Quality Module
The Data Quality Module provides comprehensive 
validation, editing and estimation (VEE) functions to
ensure that the information is trustworthy and accurate.
Its streamlined data validation routines eliminate 
processing delays and reduce manual validation tasks.
It:

Accepts data from many different types of systems
(including water, air, gas, electricity, steam and 
emissions)
Performs many types of validation
Corrects data for gaps, nulls, time jitter, and 
duplicates automatically
Allows for manual data entry; audits all data quality
operations
Adheres to utility standards
Issues automatic notifications to the appropriate
users when predefined limits have been exceeded 
Accepts additional validation methodologies to meet
your organization's standards 
Uses your utility's standards to compensate for 
missing data and calculate revenue-accurate bills 
Audits, tracks and versions all data quality changes

Trend Analysis Module 
The Trend Analysis Module reports on the complex
relationships between energy drivers. You can: 

Compare values over different time ranges, like days
of the week, seasons, production shifts, production
lines, time of day, or time-of-use period
Aggregate and compare different energy cost 
centers, such as geographical regions, buildings
and load types (for example, lighting versus HVAC)
You can also compare one supplier to another
View measured parameters including usage,
demand, voltage, harmonics, transients, status, 
temperature, and real-time prices
Organize your physical and virtual data sources 
into multiple hierarchical views 

The basic analysis functionality allows you to do
more with less and understand the complex 
inter-relationships between your energy loads
and achieving your business goals.

Import Data Sources

ION Enterprise
ION meters
3rd party devices
Other software systems
Weather service feed
Real-time pricing services
External web site data

Optional Components
Billing Module
The Billing Module changes raw energy data and 
complex utility tariffs into business-relevant 
dollars-and-cents values that everyone in an 
organization can understand and act upon. 

It supports multiple utility types including water, air,
gas, electricity, steam and emissions (WAGES), 
real-time prices, sub-billing, energy cost allocation, bill
validation and comparison, what-if scenarios, and 
multiple currencies. It presents clear and simple key
performance indicators in real-time. 
The Billing Module allows you to:

Determine if it is more profitable to shift loads or
pay higher energy prices
Create accurate energy cost forecasts and evaluate
the impact of varying rates
Identify utility billing anomalies
Manage and integrate real-time price signals
Compare tariffs to improve energy procurement 
and select the proper rate
Respond quickly to curtailment signals
Manage generation assets based on real-time 
signals and fluctuating costs
Allocate costs, and integrate cost data with ERP 
and other enterprise applications
Divide energy costs into user-defined time periods

Power Quality Analysis Module
The Power Quality Analysis Module allows you to 
integrate power quality analysis into your EEM system,
to perform system level power quality analysis.  
It supports three types of power quality analysis:  

Steady state analysis: View steady-state RMS 
voltages, current, power, frequency, voltage 
imbalance and harmonic distortion.
Browser-based waveform analysis: Perform advanced
waveform analysis with zooming and RMS overlays
from anywhere in your network. 
Variation analysis: Automatically categorize events
into Transients, Outages, Sags and Swells according
to IEEE 1159. It can generate ITI (CBEMA), SEMI
F47 and custom plots so that users can understand
the impact of power quality events. All these features
are integrated cleanly with other ION EEM features
such as the dashboard and time dimensionality. For
example, the user can have a dashboard plot that
compares the impact of power quality events for
specific locations on weekdays v.s. weekends. Our
Services group can also create custom power quality
reports to meet your organization's unique needs.

ION EEM
Architecture Diagram
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The Alarms & Events Module allows you to:

Track disturbances, instantaneous or cumulative
usage levels, equipment failures, fuel tank levels, or
temperature, as well as define complex alarm 
conditions based on events and setpoints from 
individual and/or aggregated sources in the system
Include detailed information on time, date, priority,
who acknowledged it and when, who resolved it and
when, and any notes entered by the respondent
Link "how-to" documents to different types of
alarms, to help staff choose the best corrective
action for the current condition
Obtain advance notification before costs or demand
levels peak

Integration Modules 
Implemented through Power Measurement's Services
group, ION EEM offers numerous integration options to
accept data from disparate sources. 
You can import information from third party systems,
consolidate WAGES (water, air, gas, electricity, steam
and emissions) information and import production or
business process data, so you can analyze and combine
information from multiple systems (including creating
single bills with information from multiple systems).  
Common integration options include:

Weather feeds: ION EEM can pull information from
online weather services to normalize other data for
weather conditions, so you can remove variable
weather conditions across time or multiple locations
from usage comparisons
Real-time pricing feeds: ION EEM can pull 
information from online real-time pricing feeds and
use that information to calculate accurate 
spot market price information, so you can make
effective energy sell/buy decisions
Meterm@il archiver: The MeterM@il archiver 
automatically aggregates and emails information
from devices to your database, within a single 
facility or around the world. MeterM@il messages
are formatted like typical email messages, working
within firewall restrictions, so that data can be sent
to the database without raising security issues 

ION EEM can also export data to other enterprise
systems.  

Real-time Diagrams
Because the dashboard can link to any web page, you
can easily integrate real-time functionality into your ION
EEM system by linking to WebReach diagrams available
through ION Enterprise.

Export Data To

Building Automation
Control Systems (BACs)
Enterprise Resource
Planning Systems (ERP)
Accounting Systems
Process control systems
Scheduled report
delivery systems

Measure and compare your system against international
standards such as SARFI in order to prove compliance
with quality of supply contracts or to implement
performance based rates. Performance trending over
time allows you to demonstrate improvements to
customers, ISOs and PUCs and to validate the ROI of
your system improvements.

Modeling Module
With the Modeling Module, you can benchmark, 
baseline and forecast the performance of facilities,
processes or production lines. 
Provide context for gathered data by entering specific
details on equipment, buildings or other assets, such
as rated load, performance/efficiency ratings, age,
total/leasable space, occupancy rates, and so on.
Modelling enables you to remove independent variables
from the comparison. For example, you can standardize
the temperature profile for the two time periods being
compared to ensure the comparison is accurate.

With benchmarking, you can compare one facility,
process or production line to another by removing 
independent variables such as temperature, square
footage or production units from the energy 
consumption profile, so you can compare many 
similar items to each other without being misled by 
the fact that they may be located in different climates or
producing different amounts. 

Forecasting enables you to model future results, and to
change the variables within your model to gauge
dependencies and see possible effects.  For example,
you can predict how your energy bill would increase if
the average summer temperature increased by a degree.

Alarms & Events Module 
The Alarms & Events Module notifies you of specified
events in all connected systems. You can determine
when and how personnel react to different system 
conditions. 
Its detailed event log enables event analysis that helps
you analyze and benchmark past events to predict future
occurrences, validate investments or compare processes. 
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Scalability
ION EEM software offers easy, cost-effective and fast
system expansion. The system grows as your needs
grow. Add one piece at a time, at your own pace, within
your own budget. The software can integrate with 
virtually any device or component, so you can choose
newer, faster and lower-cost devices as they become
available, or integrate existing systems and devices to
maintain your original investment.

Support Packages
Support and Software Assurance programs are available
for ION EEM. For more details, please contact Power
Measurement.

Ordering
ION EEM software is available in packages to meet
almost any system and budget. Please contact Power
Measurement for complete ordering information or if
you would like a product demonstration.

User Administration
Within the web-based dashboard, you can access user
administration features that allow you to configure 
specific settings for individual users or groups. 
Specify what information different people see, set up
tailored dashboard views and determine security 
settings. You can also access reports, bills and audit
logs, so that you have a personalized, enterprise-wide
view of your ION EEM system.

Engineering Services
Our Services team has decades of experience in 
designing high-performance EEM systems, saving you
months or even years of effort in system selection and
implementation. Using a team-oriented, consultative
approach, we help you install and implement your ION
EEM system so that it best meets your needs, quickly
turning your business goals into energy management
solutions. We provide project management, integration,
and comprehensive documentation and training. 

Custom Reports
Power Measurement's Services group can quickly 
create any report you need from the information stored
in your data warehouse, including complex composite
reports that draw information from multiple modules or
include several different types of information. Once the
report is created, it can be automatically generated and
delivered to any individual or department Choose HTML
and print friendly versions or export it to PDF or Excel.

The dashboard can be easily customized to meet your unique requirements.

Obtain the right information you need to make the right decisions.
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ION intelligent metering and control devices are an ideal match for your ION EEM software. Each device has 
unique features, form factors and capabilities that perfectly complement your energy management objectives.

Every meter is an all-in-one solution with capabilities such as power quality detection, control, alarms, status, 
revenue accuracy, RTU functions, and on-board data storage and processing. Outstanding integration and 
communication capabilities (including Internet) provide direct interfaces to existing systems to significantly
reduce supplementary equipment and wiring costs. 

smart  energy everywhere�

ION 8600

Intelligent revenue 
meters in socket-mount 
and switchboard cases

ION 7700

Advanced power meters,
analyzers, and controllers

ION 7550
ION 7650

High visibility energy
and power quality 
compliance meters

ION 7300
ION 7330
ION 7350

Intelligent transducers
and monitors

ION 6200

Basic power and 
energy meters
with revenue
metering
capabilities

ION 6100

Wireless sub-billing
metering devices

ION 6300

Wireless socket
metering system
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